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The Convexity of Bernstein Polynomials over Triangles
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A necessary and sufficient condition for the convexity of the Bernstein
polynomial over the triangle is presented. In particular, it follows that if the nth
Bezier net of the function is convex over the triangle, so is the nth Bernstein
polynomial.

1. INTRODUCTION

For a function I(x) defined in [0, 1], the nth Bernstein polynomial ofI is
denoted by B nCI; x). It is well known that (see [1])

(1) if I(x) is convex in [0,1], so is Bn(f; x);

(2) if I(x) is convex in [0, 1], then

n = 1,2,3,... ,

for x E [0, IJ.

We consider the possibility of extending these results to the Bernstein
polynomials over triangles. Let us begin with some definitions and notation.

Let T I , Tz' T3 be three vertices of a triangle T which is called the base
triangle. It is known that every point P of the plane in which the triangle lies
can be expressed uniquely by P = uTI + vTz+ wT3 such that

u+v+w=1. (I)

(u, v, w) are called the barycentric coordinates of P with respect to the
triangle T. We identify the point P with its barycentric coordinates and write
P = (u, v, w). It is clear that T1 = (1,0,0), T1 = (0, 1,0), and T 3 = (0,0, I).
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Barycentric coordinates of points inside or on the boundary of T are charac
terized by (1) and

v>O, (2)

A function f(P) defined on T can be expressed in terms of the barycentric
coordinates of P, i.e., f(P) = feu, v, w). We compute (n + 1)(n + 2)/2
functional values of f:

(
i j k)

h,j,k =f -;' -;' -; , i >0,) >0, k >0, i +) + k = n.

The nth Bernstein polynomial off over T is given by

where

n! .. k
J'! . k(P) = u'vJw

I,J, i !)! k!

(3)

(4)

are called the Bernstein basis polynomials.
Let Q be a convex set in the plane. A continuous function f(P) is said to

be convex in Q if

fe ~ Q) ~+ If(P) + f(Q)]

for all points P and Q in Q.
As we tried to extend (1) and (2) to the Bernstein polynomials over

triangles, we found that (2) can be extended while (1) cannot! For example,
f(P) is defined by the shaded triangles over T (see Fig. 1), wheref(Tz) = 1
and f(T!) = f(T3) = f(M) = °and where M is the midpoint of T zT 3 • It is
clear thatf(P) is convex in T, Simple calculation shows that

B 2(f; P) = v(u + v),

and that

Bz(f; T!) = 0,

BzCf; M) = BzCf; 0, 1, D= ~.
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FIGURE

Since

B 2(f; ~(TI + M)) =Bif;~,~,~)=-& > -ft= 1(0 +~)

= ~[B2(f; T 1) +B 2(f; M)],

it follows that Bif; P) is not convex!
In this paper, a simple condition which ensures the convexity of B n(f; P)

is given. To formulate our main results, some notation and terminology are
needed.

Setting Fi,j,k == (i/n,j/n, k/n;/;,j,k)' this is a point on the surface associated
with the functionf(P). There are altogether (n + l)(n + 2)/2 such points in
the space. Drawing a triangle with three points

as its vertices, where i +j + k = n - 1, a piecewise linear function on T is
obtained and is denoted by In(p).ln(p) is called the nth Bezier net off(P), in
accordance with literature in Computer Aided Geometric Design [2].

The projection of In(p) onto the triangle T produces a subdivision of T
denoted by SneT). S 4(T) is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Our main results are the following:

FIGURE 2

640/40/1-2
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(1) if the nth Bezier net In(p) is convex, so is the nth Bernstein
polynomial Bn(f; P);

(2) if f(P) is convex in T, then we have

n = 1,2,3,...,

for PE T.

2. PRELIMINARIES

It is clear that

Bn(f; 1,0,0) = 1(1,0,0),

Bn(f; 0, 1,0) = f(O, 1,0),

Bn(f; 0, 0,1) = f(O, 0,1),

i.e., Bn(f; P) interpolates to function f at the vertices of the base triangle T.
Since

for PE T,

and

,~ Jf.j,iP) = (u + v + w)1l = 1,
i+j+k~n

it follows that Bn(f; P) is a convex linear combination of {/i.j.k}' This means
that the surface over T represented by Bn(f; P) is contained in the convex
hull of the set of points {Fi,j.k}'

There is a recursive algorithm for the evaluation of Bn(f; P) (see [2 D.
Define

and

f~,j,k(P) = J;,j,k (i + j + k = n), (5)

fLj,k(P) = uf:: ;'j,k(P) + vf::J~ l,k(P) + wf::J,~+ I(P), (6)

where I = I, 2,..., n; i +j + k +1= n. Introducing three formal "partial shift"
operators E I , E 2 , E 3 by

Elfi,j,k =fi+ I,j.k'

E 2J;.j,k =J;,j+ I,k'

E3fi,j,k = fi.j,k+ [l
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then (6) can be rewritten as

(7)

Using (7) repeatedly, we have

(8)

Since E 1 ,E2 ,E3 commute, we can expand (uE I + vE2 + WE3)1 in (8) by the
trinomial formula and get

I I (P) " l! r s tErEsEt f
i,j,k =r+;;t=lrlsllluvw 12 3JiJ,k'

i.e.,

Ii,j,k(P) == ~ J~,s.lP)ft+r,j+s,ktt'
r+s+t=1

where i +j + k + 1= n. Putting 1= n in (9) we obtain

(9)

(10)

(10) implies that (6) together with (5) provides a stable recursive algorithm
for evaluating the nth Bernstein polynomial over triangles.

Replacing ft,j,k by Fi,j,k in both (5) and (6), we will have a recursive
algorithm for determining the point on the Bernstein triangular surface, i.e.,

F~,o,o(P) = [P; Bn(f; P)j.

We shall prove in the next section that the following three points

pn-I (P) = [I + (n - I)u (n - I)v (n - I)w . r- I (P)J
1,0,0 n' n ' n '1,0,0 ,

Fn-I(p)=[(n-I)U I+(n-I)v (n-I)w.r-I(P)]
0,1,0 n' n ' n '0,1,0 ,

pn-I(P)= [(n-I)U (n-I)v l+(n-l)w'
r

- I (P)J
0,0,In' n ' n ' 0,0,1 ,

(11)

determine a plane which is tangential to the Bernstein surface at the point
F~,o,o(P),

Figure 3 shows the construction for Bn(f;!,~, ~).
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FIGURE 3

3. THE TAYLOR EXPANSION

We mention that not only f~,o,o(P), but also all the other fLj,k(P), can be
directly related to the Bernstein polynomial Bn(f; P). We have the following

LEMMA. For 1=0, 1,2,..., nand i +j + k = I we have

where u, v, ware treated as independent variables.

Proof Since

a1

auiavjawk (uE I + vE2 + wE3r

n! (E E E )n-1EiEjEk
(n -I)! U I + V 2 + w J I 2 J,

we have by (8),

a1 at
auiavjawk Bn(f;P)= ouiavjawk (uE I + vE 2 + wE 3r 10,0,0

n! ( )n-l r
= (n-i)! uE I +vE2 +wE3 Ji,j,k

n! I n - t ( )
(n - i)! iJ,k P .

Equation (10) is a special case of (12) in which 1=0. •

(12)
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We are now in a position to present the Taylor expansion for the Bernstein
polynomial Bn(f;P). Put P=(u,v,w),P'=(u',v',w') and P'-P=
(u' - u, v' - v, w' - w), then we have

THEOREM 1. For any P and P', we have the identity

Bn(f;P')= f (;) 2.: f7,i.~(P)JLj,k(P' -P), (13)
1=0 i+j+kd

Proof Using the Taylor expansion for polynomials of degree n in three
variables, we get

Bn(f; P') = i -/\ l(U' - u): + (v' - v) : + (w' - w) -;,0 J1 Bn(f; P)
1=0 ' uU uv uW

=f~ \' l! (U'_u)i(v'_v/(w'_w)kOIBn(f;P)
1""::0 l! i+j"+k=1 i!j! k! ou'3vJ3wk

and by (12) we have

n n'
Bn(f; P') = I /'( ~ /) 1 ~ f7,i.~(p)JLj,k(P' - P).

1=0 • n . i+Hk=/

This completes the proof of Theorem 1. I

The Taylor expansion of functions (13) provides a powerful tool for the
investigation of the local analytical behavior of the Bernstein polynomial in
the neighborhood of P, Let us write the first three terms of the right-hand
side of (13) in more detail:

Bn(f; P') = f~,o,o(P) +n[f7,o,10(P)(u' - u)

+n:l.1o(p)(v' - v) + f~,o.\(P)(w' - w)]

n(n - 1)+ [u' - u v' - v w' - w]
2 "

f
f n- 2 fn-2 jn- 2l2.0,0 1,1,0 /,0,1

X jn-2 jn-2 f n- 2
1,1,0 0,2,0 0,1,1

f n- 2 f n- 2 f n- 2
1,0,1 0,1,1 0,0,2

+ .... ,
~

u' - ul
v' -v
w'-w

(14)
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Note that the elements in the 3 X 3 matrix should be evaluated at the point
P.

The first four terms in the right-hand side of (14) form a linear function in
u I, V I, Wi, which has the contact of at least second degree with the surface at
the point F~,o,o(P), Hence

z = n,o,o(p) + n[j~,o,lo(P)(u' - u)

+n,l,lo(p)(v' - v) +n,o'\(p)(w' - w)) (15)

is the tangent plane of the Bernstein surface at the point F~,o,o(P). It is easy
to sh<?w that the plane determined by three points F~,o~o(P),

F~,l,lo(P), F~,O:I (P) also has Eq. (15). Thus the conclusion in the end of the
previous section is justified.

If n,o~o(p), n,i:o(p), n:o\(p) are not all equal, then without loss of
generality we can assume that n,o~o(p) =1= n,l~o(p), In this case we put
Wi = wand since u' - u = -(v' - v),

n,f/O(p)(U' - u) + f~,i,~(P)(v' - v) +n,o,\(p)(w' - w)

= [n,o~o(p) - n,i~o(p))(u'- u),

and this will assume both positive and negative values no matter how small
Iu' - uI is, Thus we have

THEOREM 2. For f~,o,o(P) to be a local extreme value it is necessary
that

This means geometrically that the tangent plane of the Bernstein surface at
the point F~,o,o(P) must be parallel to the plane determined by the base
triangle. To determine whether f~,o,o(P) is a local extreme value or not, we
need further information coming from the third term in the right-hand side of
(14), i.e., from the following quadratic form

[

f n-2 jn-2 jn-2 J[~J2,0.0 1,1,0 1,0,1

[~, 11, ,) j~:l~o j~:;~o j~:l~1 11,

j n-2 jn-2 jn-2 r
1,0,1 0,1,1 0,0,2 ..

(15)

where c; + 11 + (= (u ' + v' + w') - (u + v + w) = 1- 1 = 0, This quadratic
form will be studied carefully in the next section.
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4. CONVEXITY

On p. 80, Sect. 99 of the book [3], the investigation of convexity of a
function $ with the rectangular Cartesian coordinates as its variables, is
shifted to that of nonnegativity of the quadratic form with the second order
partial derivatives of $ as its coefficients. A necessary and sufficient
condition for the convexity of $ is presented there. With obvious
modifications we can state

THEOREM 3. n is a convex set in the plane. A necessary and sufficient
condition that Bn(f; P) should be convex in n is that the quadratic form
(15) should be nonnegative for all P in n and all (~, '1, Q such that
.; + '1 +, = o.

Setting for simplicity

A = n.o~o(p),

a =n~~I(p),

Eq. (15) becomes

B =f~.2~o(P),

b = f7:O~I(P),

C = f~,O~2(P),

c = f7.1~o(P),

where'; + '1 +, =O. Insertion of , =-.; - '1 in (16) gives

[.;, '11 [ A + C 2b C +c - a - b J[ .; J'
. C+c-a-b B+C-2a 1'/

(16)

(17)

(18)

where now there are no longer any restrictions on .; and '1. Note that the
quadratic form (17) is nonnegative if and only if

A + C;;::' 2b, B + C;;::' 2a,

(A + C - 2b)(B + C - 2a);;::' (C + c - a - b)2.

The second inequality is equivalent to

BC + CA + AB + 2(bc + ca + ab)

;;::. a 2 +b2+ c2 + 2(Aa + Bb + Cc).

Hence Theorem 3 can be reformulated by

(19)

THEOREM 3'. A necessary and sufficient condition that B n(f; P) should
be convex in n is that (18) and (19) hold for all P in n.
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The following theorem provides a sufficient condition for the convexity of
B n(f; P) in Q. This condition is easier to check.

THEOREM 4. Iffor all P in n we have that

A +a;;:>-b +c,

B + b;;:>-c +a,

C +c;;:>-a +b,

then BnU;P) is convex in n.
Proof It is clear that (20), (21), (22) imply

A;;:>- b +c -a,

B;;:>-c +a -b,

C;;:>-a + b -c,

and that

HB +C)-a,

HC+A)-b,

!(A +B)-c

(20)

(21 )

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

are nonnegative numbers. Multiplying both sides of (23), (24), (25) by the
numbers in (26), (27), (28), respectively, adding, and simplifying, we get
(19). The nonnegativity of numbers in (26) and (27) implies (18). Hence
Theorem 4 comes from Theorem 3'. I

It will be desirable if we can find some conditions for convexity of
Bn(f; P) in terms of It,j,k' the values of the primitive function.

The set {ltJ,k; i +j +k = n} is said to be convex in the u-direction if ine
qualities

f i+ IJ,k +fi-1J+ l,k+ I >fi,H l,k +f;,J,k+ I (29)

hold for all i,j, k such that i >0 and i +j + k = n - 1. Let us say a few
words about inequality (29), In the subdivision Sn(T) there are altogether
n(n - 1)/2 parallelograms each of which has the diagonal parallel to the side
u = 0 of the base triangle. A typical parallelogram with its vertices
«i+ l)/n,j/n,k/n), (i/n,(j+ l)/n,k/n), «i-l)/n, (j+ l)/n, (k+ l)/n),
(ifn, j / n, (k +1)/n) and the valuations of the function J at these vertices are
shown in Fig. 4, Inequality (29) has the following interpretations: in each of
these parallelograms the sum of values off at two vertices connected by the
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fi+l.i+l.k-l

fi-l.i+l.k+l

FIGURE 4

fi+l.i-l.k+l

explicit diagonal is less than or equal to that of values of 1 at other two
vertices. Similar definitions may be applied to the v- direction and the w
direction by

h,H I,k +h+ I,j-I,k+ I >h+ l,j,k +h,j,k+ I

(j> 0 and i +j + k = n - 1), (30)

h,j,k+ 1+h+ I,j+ I,k-I >h+ I,j,k + h,H I,k

(k> 0 and i +j + k = n - 1), (31)

respectively (see Fig. 4). By the recursive algorithm (6) we have

If+2,j-l,k-I(P) = Uh+3,j-l,k-1 +Vh+2,j,k-1 + Wh+2,j-I,k'

If,j,k(P) = uh+ I,j,k + vh,H l,k + Wh,j,k+ I'

and

If+ I,j,k-I(P) = Uh+2,j,k-1 + vh+ I,j+ l,k-1 + wh+ l,j,k'

If+ l,j-l,k(P) = Uh+ 2,j-I,k + vh+ I,j,k + wli + l,j-l,k+ I'

Inequalities (29) imply that for U>0, v> 0, w> 0,

If+ 2,j-I,k-1 (P) +If,j,k(P) >If+ I,j,k-I(P) +If+ l,j-l,k(P),

In other words, the convexity of the set {ff,j,d in the u- direction implies the
convexity of the set {ff,j,k(P)} in the u- direction for P inside the base
triangle T. Repeating this argument we conclude that the convexity of the set
{h,j,d in the u- direction implies the convexity of {f7,i.i(p)} in the u
direction for PET; or equivalently implies the inequality (20). Similar
reasoning can be applied for the convexity in the v- direction and in the w
direction. Hence inequalities in (29), (30), (31) imply inequalities (20), (21),
(22) for PET. Thus we have
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THEOREM 5. If {fi,j,d satisfy inequalities (29), (30), (31), then BnU;P)
is convex over the base triangle T.

COROLLARY. lithe nth Bezier netln(P) is convex in T, so is BnU;P).

Proof In this case we have

(i j+l k) (i j k+l)
h,j+I,k+h,j,k+,=f n'-n-'n +f n'n'-n-

= f.A (~j£~) f.A (~ .:L k + 1 )
n , , + n " •n n n n n n

By the definition ofIn.Jn is linear along the line segment between points (iln,
U + 1)/n, kin) and (iln,j/n, (k + l)1n), hence the value ofIn at the midpoint
of the segment is half of the sum of the values of In at two endpoints. Thus
we have

A (i j + (1/2) k + (1 / 2))
fi,j+ I,k +fi,j,k+ 1= 21n n' n ' n '

and by the convexity ofIn ,

2], (~, j + (1/2) , k + (1/2))
n n n n

f.
A (i + 1 L~) A (i - 1 j + 1 ~)

~ n " +fn , ,n n n n n n

=f (i + 1, L,~) +f (i - 1J+1,~)
n n n n n n

=h+ I,j,k +h-',j+ l,k+ l'

as the point (iln, U + Din, (k + Din) is the midpoint of the line segment
between points «i+ 1)/n,j/n, kin) and «i-l)ln, U+ 1)ln, (k+ 1)ln) too.
Hence we get

h,j+ I,k +h,j,k+ 1 ~h+ IJ,k +h-l,j+ I,k+ I'

for all i,j, k such that i > 0 and i +j + k = n - 1. This inequality is just (29).
Hence the convexity ofliP) in T implies (29), (30) and (31). By Theorem 5
we conclude that Bn(f; P) is convex in the base triangle T.
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5. CONDITION FOR Bn(f; P) = B n+1(1; P)

If f(P) is continuous in Q, then the convexity off in Q can be defined
equivalently by (see [3])

(32)

for any Pl'P2 "",Pm in Q and for any nonnegative numbers Al'A z,...,Am

such that

(33 )

LEMMA. We have the identity

1
J~,j,k(P) =-;+T [(i + 1) J~:/,j,k(P) + (j + 1) J7.11 !,k(P)

+ (k + I)J~,n+l(p)l, (34)

where i +j + k = n.

This lemma can be verified by simple calculations. Equation (34) enables
us tb write the nth Bernstein polynomial B n(l; P) in terms of the (n + 1)th
Bernstein basis polynomials:

( )' i+l (i j k) n+l )Bn f; P) = . f--' n + 1 f -n' , -, - J i + l,j,k(P
I+J+k=n n n

+ )' j + 1 f (~ L !-) In + I (P)
...:....... n + 1 n ' n ' n i.H I.k
I+J+k=n

+ )' k + 1 f (~ L !-) J'!! 1 (P) (35)
.!-- n + 1 n ' n ' n I.J,k+ 1 •
I+J+k=n

Replacing (i + 1) by i, the first term of the right-hand side of (35)
becomes

)' _i_ (i - 1 L !-) J'!!I(p
. ..:....... n + 1 f n' n 'n I,J.k)·
'+J+k=n+l

Even thoughf«i-l)jn,j/n,kjn) makes no sense for i=O, the coefficient
ij(n + 1) standing before f will annihilate the corresponding term. Applying
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similar manipulations to the second and the third term in the right-hand side
of (35), we obtain

--, 1 l (i - 1 j k)BnU;P)= 2.. -- if -,-,-
i+J+k=n+ln+1 n n n

. (i j - 1 k) (i j k- 1 ) ~ n+ I+.if -,-,- +kf -, -,-- J; J' k(P),
n n n nn n ..

If f(P) is convex and continuous in T, since i +j + k =n + 1 and

(36)

_i_ (i - I, L,!-) +_J_ (~/ - I,!-) +_k_ (~,L, k - 1)
n+1 n n n n+1 n n n n+1 n n n

(
i j k)

= n+ 1'~'~ ,

then by (32) we get

(37)

_1_ [if(~,L,!-)+.if(~,!-~...!-,!-) +kf(~,L, k-I) 1
n+1 n n n n n n n n n J

2f ( i j k) )
7 n + 1 ' n + 1 ' n + 1 . . (38

By (36) and (38) we see that if the continuous functionf(P) is convex in
T, then

(39)

(40)

for all PET and n = I, 2, 3,.... We propose the following problem: Under
what conditions does the equality in (39) hold? From (36) and the linear
independence of JU.L(p) we see that for any function f(P) (not necessarily
convex) BA/; P) == Bn+ ,(f; P) if and only if

1 [(i 1 j k) (i j 1 k) (i j k- I ) 1-- if -,-,- +.if -,-,- +kf -,-,--
n+1 n n n n n n n n n

(
i j k)

=f ~'~'n+l '

where i +j + k = n + 1. If we call each point F;.J.k the vertex of the nth
Bezier netln(P), we can state (40) geometrically as the following

THEOREM 6. Let f be any function dfdined in T. Then B n(f; P) ==
B n+t(f; P) if and only if all vertices ofIn+ t(P) lie on In(p),
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For a convex function f, we can reformulate Theorem 6 in a different way
which has a stronger geometric implication. We have mentioned in Section I
that the projection ofIn(p) onto the triangle T produces the subdivision of T
denoted by Sn(T). Each point (i!n, j!n, k!n) with i +j + k =n is called a
node of SneT). SneT) has (n + 1)(n + 2)!2 nodes altogether. Denote the
boundary of T by oT and TO == 1\oT. The nodes in TO are called interior
nodes while the others are called boundary nodes. Clearly SneT) has 3n
boundary nodes and (n - 2)(n - 1)/2 interior nodes. There are n2

subtriangles in Sn(T). Each subtriangle with vertices

(~ L~) (.!- ~~) (.!- L k-l) (41), , , , , , " ,
n nn n n n nn n

where i, j, k;) 1 and i + j + k = 11 + 1, is called a downward subtriangle.
SneT) has (n - 1) nl2 downward subtriangles. All downward subtriangles of
S iT) are colored by black in Fig. 2.

Let us observe the relationship between S nCT) and S n+ I (T). All nodes of
Sn+I (T) can be put into three categories;

(1) Interior nodes are characterized by (i/(n + 1),jl(n + 1), kj(n + 1»
with i,j, k;) 1 and i+j+k=n+ 1. From (31) and (41) we see that each
interior node of S n+ I (T) lies inside one and only one downward triangle of
S neT). See Fig. 5.

(2) Nodes on just one side of T are characterized by (i/(n + 1),
jl(n + 1), kl(n + 1» with only one of i,j, k equal to zero. From (37) we can
say that each of these nodes of Sn + I (T) lies inside one and only one
boundary segment of S neT).

(3) Three vertices of T.

FIGURE 5
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If f(P) is convex in T, naturally f(P) is convex in each subtriangle with
vertices shown in (41). Hence (40) will imply f (P) is linear over this
subtriangle. Thus we have

THEOREM 7. Let function f(P) be convex and continuous in T. Let
Dn be the union of all downward subtriangles of Sn(T). Then
Bn+1(f;P)=Bn(f;P) if and only if

for PE DnuaT, (42)

otherwise we have Bn(f; P) > Bn+ I (f; P) for P E roo

6. CONVEXITY OVER A CHANGED TRIANGLE

Even if f(P) is defined on the base triangle T only, the Bernstein
polynomial (3) is well defined in the whole plane. In some practical
applications, we relax the restrictions (2) for more flexibility. Let
T* = LiTt Tt Tj be any triangle in the same plane of the triangle T. We are
interested in the convexity of the Bernstein polynomial Bn(f; P} restricted to
T*. Assume Tt has barycentric coordinates (u i' Vi' Wi) with respect to T,
i = 1,2,3. We define the following (n + 1)(n +2)/2 numbers

f * - \ ' '\~ \~ f (u v w)
i,j~k -......... "--i ~ r~s~t l' l' t

r+s+t~i a+l3+y~j .1+1'+['~k

. k
X J~',I3,y(U2' V2' w2)J".l'jUJ , VJ ' WJ )

Xfr+a+A,s+ 13+1',1+ y+ 1"

or briefly,

fi~j,k = (utE 1 + v j E 2+ w1E 3)i(u2E j + v2E 2 +w2E 3Y
X (uJE j + V3EZ + w3E 3Y fo,o'

where i +j + k = n. We have

(43)

THEOREM 8. Let (u, v, w) be the barycentric coordinates of P with
respect to the triangle T*, then the expression

)~ f:l'· ,. J'!. k(U, v, w)
~ 1.).1\ I,J,

i+j+k~n

represents the Bernstein polynomial Bn(f; P) restricted to T*.

(44)
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Proof Setting 1= r +a + A., m =s + fJ +P, P= t +Y+ v, we have
I +m +p := i +j + k = nand

J7,jju, v, w)J~,s,iu" VI' WI)J~,Il.r<U2'V2, w2)JL,,,(u3, v3' w3)

n! i! j! k!
-~..,.' . uivjwku~v~w~u~vgw}U~vjwl~

ilj!k! r!s!t! a!fJ!y! A.!.u!v!

n! l! m! p!
=---

l!m!p! r!aU! s!P!p! t!y!v!

X (UU 1)'(VU2)"'(WU3Y\' (UV1)S(VV2)Il(WV3)tL(UWIY(VW2Y(WWlY

n! I (=II , , Jr,,,,,A UU" VU2' WU J ).m.p.

Insertion of (43) into (44) gives

~ n! I
.;..., l' , , (UU 1 + VU 2 + WU 3 ) •

I+m+p~/l ,m.p.

(UD l +VV 2 + wv 3)m(UW 1 + VW 2 + ww3)P.t;,m,p

= B n(!; UU 1 + VU 2 + WU 3, UV 1 +VV2 + WU 3, UW 1 +VWl + WW 3)·

Note that

are the barycentric coordinates of a point inside T* with respect to the
triangle T. I
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Now we can use the methods presented in Section 4 Onf~j,k to check the
convexity of Bn(f; P) restricted to the triangle T*.
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